The string theory on symmetric product describes the second-quantized string theory. The development for the bosonic open string was discussed in the previous work. [1] In this paper, we consider the open superstring theory on the symmetric product and examine the nature of the second quantization. The fermionic partition functions are obtained from the consistent fermionic extension of the twisted boundary conditions for the non-abelian orbifold, and they can be interpreted in terms of the long string language naturally. In the closed string sector, the boundary/crosscap states are also constructed. These boundary states are classified into three types in terms of the long string language, and explain the change of the topology of the world-sheet. To obtain the anomaly-free theory, the dilaton tadpole must be cancelled. This condition gives SO(32) Chan-Paton group as ordinary superstring
Introduction
The second quantization of the string is one of the most important issue in the string theory. There has been considerable works for the second-quantization of the string theoy. [2, 4, 5] Especially the extension for the superstring theory [7, 8] needs complicated formulation since the superstring field theory suffers from many problems as picturechanging interactions and Lorentz invariance. [6, 7, 8] On the other hand, the non-perturbative analysis for the string theory has been developed recently. The new ideas as D-branes and M-theory give more profound understanding for the strongly coupled string theory. Therefore, there are many approach for the description of M-theory. Some of them are Matrix theory [9] and Matrix string theory. [11, 12, 10] Especially, Matrix string theory describes M-theory in terms of a 1 + 1 dimensional super Yang-Mills theory and this theory goes to the conformal field theory on the symmetric product space in the IR limit. The IR dynamics of the matrix string was well-analyzed in terms of super Yang-Mills theory. [16, 17] There are many progresses in this direction recently. [19, 20, 21] The analysis of the string theory on the symmetric product space was given for the closed string case. [13] [15] The twisted sector can be interpreted physically as the long string which is constituted from the string bits by connecting their edges. This interpretation can be established further by evaluating the partition function. The generating function of the partition function is expressed by exponential lifting of the one-body partition function. This nature of the partition function is the string theory version of the sum of the connected Feynman diagrams for vacuum in the quantum field theory. As discussed by L.Susskind [14] , this partition function has the structure of the discrete lightcone quantization (DLCQ). Thus this theory can be interpreted as the second-quantized string theory in DLCQ.
In the previous work [1] , we developed these ideas into the bosonic open string theory. In the open string case, the twisted sector on the orbifold singularity of the symmetric product can be also interpreted as the long strings. But these long strings have two types, the long open strings and the long closed strings. Furthermore, the annulus partition function can be interpreted as the annulus, Möbius strip, Klein bottle and torus partition function in terms of the long string sense. Therefore this theory can be interpreted as the second quantization of the unoriented open/closed string theory. To establish this structure, we constructed the boundary states for this theory. These boundary states are classified into three types, the boundary states, the cross-cap states, and the joint states. Here the joint states describes the connection of two strings at the boundary. The appearance of the cross-cap states means that this theory describes the unoriented theory and joint state implies the possibility of open/closed interactions. So the physical interpretation can be explained naturally from the closed string sector. Finally we discussed the consistent Chan-Paton gauge group for the anomaly-free theory. This group can be determined from the dilaton tadpole cancellation, and the result was SO(2 13 ) as ordinary string theory.
Generally speaking, the representation of the second-quantized string theory by the symmetric product is much simpler than the string field theory. Especially, as the superstring field theory has complicated formulation, we aim to describe open superstring theory in simple way. In this paper, we extended the ideas in the previous work [1] to the open superstring case. We found the boundary condition for fermionic fields on the non-abelian orbifold by the Z 2 extension of the bosonic boundary conditions and classified the solutions for the consistency conditions of the permutation orbifold. For these classified boundary conditions. we calculated the partition function and examined that the annulus, Möbius strip, Klein bottle and torus partition function for the superstring appears. In the closed string sector, we constructed the boundary/cross-cap states for the fermionic fields. The fermionic boundary states also describe the boundary, cross-cap and joint states and explain the change of the topology of the world-sheet. Finally, from the dilaton tadpole cancellation condition, the Chan-Paton group can be determined to be SO(32) as ordinary Type I superstring.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we review the closed string on the symmetric product space. Here we calculate the partition function for the superstring in detail as the preparation for the open string calculation. In section 3, we consider the consisteny condition for the periodicities and boundary conditions of non-abelian orbifold and classify the solutions. Then we calculate the fermionic partition function for the irreducible sets. These considerations are made for the annulus, Möbius strip and Klein bottle diagrams. These results are summarized in the final subsection and we will calculate the the generating function for the partition functions. In section 4, we construct the boundary/cross-cap states for fermionic string. After the classification for the irreducible combination of the periodicity and the boundary condition, we calculate the inner products of the boundary states which correspond to the situation of section 3. In section 5, we consider the dilaton tadpole cancellation condition and determine the consistent Chan-Paton gauge group. In section 6, we discuss about the interaction briefly and show some future direction of this work.
Closed Superstring on Symmetric Product
The closed string theory on the symmetric product space describes the second-quantized closed string theory. [13] In this section we will review this nature and calculate the partition function in detail for the prepartion of the open string case.
Hilbert space of closed string on symmetric product
Let M be some manifold. The symmetric product of this space is defined as S N M ≡ M ⊗N /S N , where S N denotes the permutation group. On this symmetric product space, the twisted sector of the the bosonic field X I (σ) (I = 0, · · · , N − 1) which belongs to the Hilbert space H N is defined as,
where we denoted as, h · X ≡ I h I,J X J and σ represents the space-like coordinate of the world-sheet. This Hilbert space can be decomposed into that of the twisted sectors of the conjugacy classes. The conjugacy class [h] for the permutation group S N is classified by the partition of N and written as the product of the elements of the cyclic permutation group (n) as,
2)
Thus the Hilbert space is decomposed as, 4) where the Hilbert space H {Nn} represents the twisted sector of the conjugacy class.
In general, the orbifold partition function which is invariant under the group action Γ can be obtained by summing over all twisted sectors as,
From the consistency of the path integral, in the case of the non-abelian orbifold, we need to restrict above summation to the elements which satisfied the condition,
Therefore, we have to choose the twist along the time direction as the centralizer group C h for the the conjugacy class [h]. The centralizer group can be written as,
Thus the partition function for the symmetric product space is written as, 10) where h belongs to the conjugacy class C i and we denoted N i as its centralizer group and summation is taken over all conjugacy class. In the derivation of above representation, we used the relation
The number of the elements of the contralizer group (2.9) is,
The physical interpretation of this twisted sector can be given as follows. Let h be the cyclic permutation of n elements T n , the periodicity for the bosonic field X I (I = 0, · · · , n − 1) along the space direction is,
where I is defined mod n. This means that n short strings are connected to form the long stirng of length n,
These short strings are sometimes called "srting bits". For the general element (2.2), N short strings form N n long strings of length n. For the fermionic fields Ψ on the permutation orbifolds the twisted sector which corresponds to above bosonic fields can be expressed as,
(2.14)
α I is 0 or 1. The physical meaning for this twisted sector is that n short NS or R string are connected to form the long fermionic string of length n which has the peridicity as,
The action of the centralizer group (2.9) is has clear interpretation. The factor Z n means the rotation of the string bits that constitute a long string of length n. The factor S Nn reshuffle the long strings of the same length n. In order to evaluate the partition function explicitly, we should decompose these elements into the "irreducible sets". In the element of the centralizer group, S Nn can be decomposed further into its conjugacy class as,
The "irreducible set" is the pair
For the fermionic field, the action of the centralizer group is more complicated than the bosonic case. From the consistency condition hg = gh, the action of the centralizer group is the rotations and reshuffling of the long strings which have the same length and belong to the same fermionic sector, and appropriate Z 2 action. In the next subsection, we will discuss the action of the centralizer group in more detail.
Thus we see how the conjugacy classes and its centralizers decompose into the irreducible sets. The full partition function is evaluated as the sum of the product of the partition function for the irreducible sets.
Partition function for closed string 2.2.1 Fermionic partition function for the irreducible set
To consider the partition ffunction of the superstring theory on S N R 8 , we have to evaluate that of the complex fermionic fields. For the fermionic fields, the orbifold group is extended to
The irreducible sets can be reduced to nm complex fermionic free fields where h and g act as, 19) where T n and T m acts on nm free fermionic fields Ψ I,J (I = 0, · · · , n − 1 and
) where α I,J and β I,J takes their values in 0 or 1. The actions of h and g on Ψ are written asas,
The consistency condition hg = gh becomes nontrivial conditions for α's and β's as,
Taking a sum of I in the above relation, the condition for α J ≡ n−1
Thus α J 's do not depend on J. This fact means that all long strings in the irreducible sets have same periodicity on space direction. So we define α ≡ α J where α is defined modulo 2.
By diagonalizing the action for h, we should introduce the basis for the fermionic field ψ a,J which is constructed from the discrete Fourier transformation of the fermionic field Ψ I,J as,
The mode expansion for ψ a,J is 25) where w = σ 1 + iσ 0 . Since the fermionic fields are complex fields, there are also conjugate fieldsΨ I,J . The mode expansion for the conjugate fieldψ a,J is
The commutation relations are {ψ a,J r+ a n
The action of g on this diagonalized basis ψ a,J becomes,
The eigenvalues for g action are evaluated as,
The action of g on diagonalized oscillator ψ a,b r+a/n+α/2n is written as,
Using these diagonalized fields, the (chiral) oscillator part of the partition function can be evaluated as,
Thus the partition function for the nm fermionic strings in the irreducible set are knitted together to give the partition function for the one long fermionic string on the torus with modified moduli parameter τ n,m,p ,
To evaluate the full partition function for the irreducible set, we need to add some important factors. At first, we consider the multiplicity of α J 's and β J 's. If we sum over all α J 's and β J 's, the value of α and β {p} can be taken freely. So under fixing α and β {p} , the number of the multiplicity of α J 's and β J 's is 2 nm−1 . Thus we have to add the factor as (Z 2 is the action of fermionic boundary condition),
And we replace β {p} to β. Next we consider the zero-point energy. The zero-point energy for the fermionic field which has the fractional moding as Z − θ is [23] ,
Therefore the zero-point energy of a (complex) fermionic string with length n on
Thus the zero-point energy for the long string with length n is 1 n of short string zero-point energy.
Here we consider the oscillator part of conjugate fermionic fieldsΨ I,J . The calculation is the same as that of Ψ I,J . The result is
Finally we consider the various factors that comes from the vacuum. Since the vacuum for the ψ a,b r−a/n−α/2n (0 ≤ a/n + α/2n ≤ 1/2) has charge
, the contribution from the ground state charge for the irreducible set is evaluated as,
For the irreducible set of nm strings, m long string with length n moving coherently. Its toggled vacuum is assigned to the toggled world-sheet as ordinary strings. So the fermion number of the vacuum and the space-time fermion number for the various sector is the same as that of ordinary string theory. Gathering all these factors, the full (chiral) fermionic partition function for the irreducible set of S N R 8 is expressed as follows. [23, 24] 
where 42) where N = 8. Thus we obtained the partition function for the irreducible set of the S N R 8 .
Generating function of the partition function
As we obtained the partition function for the irreducible sets, we evaluate the partition function on S N R 8 by summing all products of irreducible sets. The combinatorial feature of the partition function for the irreducible set is same as that of bosonic case. [1] The partition function for each conjugacy class (2.2) can be written as follows,
Gathering all factors, the whole partition function is written as,
The generating function of the partition function can be evaluated as,
46)
The operator V N is called Hecke operator [25, 26] which maps a modular form to another one with the same weight. In large N limit, this partition function becomes as,
Thus our partition function can be interpreted as the discretized version of the ordinary amplitude for the light-cone quantization. As we reproduced the integral of moduli in the continuum limit, we set the redundant variable τ to τ = i.
Open Superstring on Symmetric Product
We will consider the open superstring theory on the symmetric product space. [27, 28] Although the boundary condition for the abelian orbifold reduces to Neumann or Dirichlet condition, the boundary condition for the non-abelian orbifold has various sectors. The consistency condition for the bosonic boundary condition on the non-abelian orbifold is discussed in the previous work. [1] In this article, we generalize the previous results to fermionic case and then calculate the partition function for the permutation orbifold.
Open string Hilbert space
The Hilbert space for the open string is specified by the two boundary conditions. In this subsection, we concentrate on the fermionic fields. The fermionic action for the ordinary string is,
where ρ α is two-dimensional Dirac matrix. The translation invariance of the action gives the boundary condition for the fermionic field,
where σ 1 0 is the boundary value of σ 1 . The sign ± in the boundary condition are referred as Neumann and Dirichlet condition. When the values of f take different value at two boundary, this sector is called Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector and when the values of f take same value at two boundary, this sector is called Ramond (R) sector. Thus the Hilbert space of the open string is specified by the boundary conditions. Next we will discuss the case that the target space is the orbifold M/Γ. At the fixed point of the action of the discrete group Γ, the boundary condition for the fermionic field is modified as, [29] 
We assume that the left-and right-mover have the same form of the boundary condition for the orbifold action and admit the asymmetry for the fermionic Z 2 part,
where E belongs to the identity element in Γ. For the permutation orbifold, the boundary twist f belongs to the conjugacy class as, 5) where N = N 1 +2N 2 . The physical interpretation of this boundary twist is as follows. The boundary twist in the element of (1) expresses the loose end of the string. In this article, we assign Neumann condition for this boundary condition to discuss the fundamental string.
On the other hand, the boundary twist if the element of (2) expresses the connection of two strings at this boundary. In this article, we assign Dirichlet condition for this boundary condition because two strings are connected smoothly. 
Three NS open string bits and one R open string bit are connected and constitute a NS-R long closed string. It is clear that we may realize the long open and closed string of the arbirary length by the pair of the boundary twists (f 1 , f 2 ).
Partition function for Annulus diagram
The partition function for the oriented open superstring is defined on the annulus diagram,
Here and in the following sections, the moduli parameter τ for the annulus is pure imaginary. We will discuss the partition function of the fermionic field in this section to obtain the superstring partition function. The boundary conditions for the fermionic field are written as,
To write the mode expansion for this field, a chiral field Ψ should be introduced on the double cover of the annulus diagram ( Figure 3 ). [27] This chiral field has following periodicities,
For the consistency of the path integral, h and g must satisfy
From the boundary condition at σ 1 = π, the left-and right-moving fields are identified to this chiral field as,
To satisfy the boundary condition at σ 1 = 0, h and f 's must be related as,
The consistency condition for the periodicity along the time direction and the boundary conditions is given as,
where
In the case of permutation group Γ = S N , there are irreducible set of the twists h, g, f 1 , f 2 . The irreducible set of the solution for the consistency conditions are classified into three types in bosonic case. [1] • I A type solution:
where p J , q J take their values in 0, 1, · · · , n−1 (mod n) and q J 's satisfy the condition,
(3.14)
• II A type solution:
For even m, there is a solution which has the same form of h and g as I A case and f i takes the form as,
where p J and q J satisfy the conditions,
For even m, there is another solution which has the same form of h and f 1 ,f 2 as II A case and g takes the form as,
whereJ is defined as,J
The solution for the fermionic fields are obtained by Z 2 extension. In the following, we we will solve the consistency conditions for I A , II A and II A .
Fermionic partition function for I A
The periodicity and boundary condition for the nm fermionic fields which corresponds to the I A -type bosonic solution is,
where A J , B J and F (i)
is the Z 2 twists as, 
where these equations are defined mod 2. ǫ I,J is the matrix element of E in (3.4) which is defined as,
where ǫ I,J 's take value 0 or 1. The constraint for p J and q J can be obtained from (3.12),
If we sum up J, we obtain the following relation,
where p is also defined mod n. From the condition (3.21), we obtain the following relation
Under these constraints, the action of h and g is diagonalized as torus case. The mode expansion for the diagonalized field ψ a,J with respect to h is,
The action of g on the oscillators is evaluated as,
Using the oscillators and the eigenvalues of g, we can evaluate the fermionic partition function for this condition. The calculation is the same as that of the torus case but the value of p is restricted to 2p ≡ 0 (mod n).
• Odd n case:
For odd n case, only p = 0 is admitted. The fermionic partition function for this case is,
This can be interpreted as the partition function for the large annulus.
• Even n case:
For even n case, p = 0 and p = n/2 are admitted. The fermionic partition function for p = 0 is same as above and the fermionic partition function for p = n/2 becomes,
This can be interpreted as the partition function for the large Möbius strip.
Thus from I A type solution, we obtain the annulus and Möbius strip amplitude for the long string.
Fermionic partition function for II A
For even m, we have the solution which corresponds to the bosonic II A -type. The solution has the same form as I A case for h and g. The solution for f 1 and f 2 is,
The constraints for α I,J , β I,J and φ
I,J which come from the fermionic consistency conditions (3.11) and (3.9) is same as that of I A -type solution. The constraints which come from the left-right symmetry (3.4) is
where k = m/2. The constrints for p J and q J is,
Summing up J, we obtain the following relation,
where we denote k ≡ m/2. Under these constraints, we will evaluate the eigenvalue for h and g. The mode expansion which satisfies this boundary condition can be obtained as
where we used the relation α J = α for all J = 0, · · · , m − 1 as I A case. The action of g is the same as I A case. Thus the partition function can be calculated as the torus with p = 0 as,
This partition function can be interpreted as the Klein bottle partition function for the long string.
For even m, we have another solution which corresponds to the bosonic II A -type solution. This solution has same h, f 1 and f 2 as the II A -type solution. The solution for g is
From the consistency condition, p's and q's should satisfy the constraints as,
where theJ is defined as,J
By the consistency condition (3.9), we have the constraint for α I,J and β I,J as,
The other constraints are same as II A case. The mode expansions for the fermionic fields are same as II A case (3.34). In II A case, we should define
where we denote k ≡ m/2. α L and α R do not depend on J by the constraint (3.38) and take independent value. The eigenvalue of g is evaluated independently for the diagonalized field Ψ a,J (J = 0, · · · , k − 1) and Ψ a,J (J = k, · · · , m − 1). From the consistency condition (3.12),
J=k p J are related as,
The oscillator part of the partition function for Ψ I,J is evaluated as,
Gathering various factors, we obtain the partition function for II A -type solutiuon,
Thus we obtained the torus partition function for the long string.
Partition function for Möbius strip diagram
The partition function for the unoriented open superstring is defined as that of the Möbius strip,
where Ω is the orientation flip for the open string. From the path-integral consistency condition for this partition function, the invariance of the Hilbert space under the action of Ωg is necessary. The action of Ωg on the leftand right-moving fermionic field is,
Since these fermionic fields satisfy the open string boundary condition (3.7), the boundary condition for Ωg acted fermionic field is,
where we denoted the boundary condition at σ 1 = 0, the boundary condition at σ 1 = π can be evaluated as above. As the boundary condition must be invariant under the action of Ωg for the consistency of the Hilbert space, we need the constraint,
The twist along the time direction can be obtained as,
If these h and g satisfy the consistency condition for the unoriented world sheet,
C, f 1 , f 2 , and g should be constrained as,
In terms of the path integral on the Möbius strip diagram, the fermionic fields in the Hilbert space H f 1 ,f 2 must satisfy the following conditions at σ 1 = 0, π/2,
The boundary condition at σ 1 = π/2 is the cross-cap condition. It is consistent if the following condition is satisfied,
In order to consider the mode expansion, we introduce the chiral field Ψ on the double cover of the Möbius diagram ( Figure 4 ). [27] The chiral field satisfies the following periodicity,
By the above boundary conditions, the chiral field Ψ and the fields in H f 1 ,f 2 can be identified as,
The periodicities can be written by the boundary twists as,
The periodicity and the boundary condition along σ 1 = 0 implies,
Thus we specfied the unoriented open string Hilbert space from the boundary conditions and obtained the consistent boundary conditions. In the bosonic case [1] , the solution of the periodicity and the boundary conditions for the irreducible set of the permutation group are calssified as I M , II M and II M .
• I M type solution:
where p J , q J take their values in 0, 1, · · · , n − 1 (mod n) and p J and q J satisfy the condition,
• II M type solution:
For even m, there is a solution which has the same form of h and g as I M case and f 1 takes the form as,
For even m, there is another solution which has the same form of h and f 1 as II M case and g takes the form as,
Fermionic partition function for I M
The periodicity and the boundary condition for nm fermionic fields which corresponds to the I M -type bosonic solution is
We will find the consistency condition for α's, β's, φ's and c's. From the consistency condition for the Möbius strip diagram (3.52),(3.48),(3.56),(3.50), we obtain the following relations,
If we sum up I in the above constraints, we obtain the following relations,
Using these relations, we get
Under these constraints, the action of Ωg on the oscillator ψ a,J r+ a n
in the mode expansion (3.26) is evaluated as,
The eigenvalue for Ωg is evaluated as torus case by diagonalizing J.
Thus the oscillator part of the partition function for I M case is calculated as,
The constraint (3.64) implies p ≡ 0 (mod n). However we need to evaluate it in mod 2n to get the accurate phase factor. So the partition function can be classified as follows.
• n:odd and m:odd
In this case, only p ≡ n (mod 2n) can be admitted. Using the relation (−1)
ns and gathering all factors, we obtain the partition function,
In this case, we can interpret this result as the partition function for the large Möbius strip.
• n:odd and m:even
In this case, only p ≡ 0 (mod 2n) can be admitted. Using (−1) ms = 1 and gathering all factors, we obtain the partition function,
In this case, we can interpret this result as the partition function for the large annulus.
• n:even and m:even
In this case, p ≡ 0, n (mod 2n) can be admitted. The partition function can be calculated as above.
p ≡ 0 case
If we use (−1) ms = 1, the partition function becomes,
Thus we obtained the partition function for the large annulus.
2. p ≡ n case If we use (−1) ms = 1 = (−1) ns , the partition function becomes,
Thus we obtained the partition function for the large Möbius strip.
Fermionic partition function for II M
For even m, we have the solution which corresponds to the bosonic II M -type solution.
The solution has the same form as I M case for h and g. The solution for f 1 is
In this case, the consistency condition becomes,
where we denote k = m/2. The condition c J is same as I M case. If we sum up I in the above constraints, we obtain the following relations,
Using these relations, we get the recursion relation,
For odd k case, this recursion relation is solved as,
For even k case, this recursion relation is solved as,
Under these constraints, the action of Ωg on the oscillator in (3.34) is evaluated as,
a,J r+ a n
Since the value of α J depends on k, we classify the partition function as follows.
• 
Gathering all factors, we obtain the partition function for II M case,
Identifying ψ a,J as the left-mover for J:odd and as the right-mover for J:even, we can interpret this partition function as that of large Klein bottle.
• k:odd case In this case, we can take independent value for α L and α R . So the partition functions are evaluated for odd and even J independently. Thus the oscillator part of the partition function is evaluated as,
Gathering all factors, we obtain the partition function,
This can be interpreted as the partition function for the large torus. However, p takes half-odd value. So we call this diagram "twisted" torus.
For even m, we have another solution which corresponds to the bosonic II M -type solution.
The solution has the same form as II M case for h and f 1 . The solution for g is
The consistency condition becomes as,
+β n−1+qĴ +k +q J −pĴ +k −I,Ĵ + c n−1−I+q J ,J+k ,
where we denoted as k = m/2 and definedĴ as,
As II M case, we can find the following relations. For even k,
The action of Ωg on the oscillator ψ a,J r+a/n+α/2n is written as,
• k:odd case
In this case, α ≡ α J . From the constraint (3.85), only p = 0 can be admitted. The partition function can be calculated as in even k case of II M . The result is,
This can be interpreted as the partition function on the large Klein bottle.
• k:even case
In this case, α L and α R can take independent values. The partition function can be calculated as in odd k case of II M . The oscillator part of the partition function can be written as, 
This can be interpreted as the partition function for the large torus.
Partition function for Klein bottle diagram
The partition function for the unoriented closed superstring is defined as,
where Ω is the orientation flip operator for the closed string. We will consider the consistent boundary condition for fermions. From the path-integral consistency condition for this partition function, the invariance of the Hilbert space under the action of Ωg is necessary. The actions of Ωg on the fermionic fields in the Hilbert space H h are written as,
The periodicity of the Ωg acted fermionic field is evaluated as,
As the Hilbert space H h must be invariant under the action of Ωg, we obtain the following constraint,
In terms of the path integral on the Klein bottle diagram, the fermionic fields in the Hilbert space H h must satisfy the following conditions at σ 1 = 0, π,
Both of these conditions are cross-cap conditions. These conditions are consistent if the boundary twists satisty the following conditions,
(3.98)
In order to consider the mode expansion, we introduce the chiral field Ψ on the double cover of the Klein bottle diagram ( Figure 5 ). [27] h β f f 1 2
Figure 5: Double cover for Klein bottle diagram
This field has the following periodicities,
We identify these fields as,
The cross-cap conditions (3.96),(3.97), the twist β must be written in terms of the boundary twists as, β = Cf
If we set g = f 1 , two conditions (3.95) and (3.101) are identical.
In the bosonic case [1] , the solution for h and g is obtained for the irreducible set of the permutation group,
The solution for the fermions can be obtained by Z 2 extention. We will find the consistency condition for Z 2 twists and evaluate the partition function in the following.
Partition function for Klein bottle
The solution for nm left-moving fermionic fields Ψ I,J on the Klein bottle diagram is
The solution for nm right-moving fermionic fieldsΨ I,J is
whereÃ J andB J are defined as,
By the consistency condition (3.95), the consistency condition for α's, β's,α's andβ's become,
Summing up I in above relation, we obtain,
For odd m case, these relation can be solved as,
Under these constraints, we will evaluate the eigenvalue for Ωg. Ωg acts on the fermionic field Ψ,Ψ ∈ H h as,
Therefore the action of Ωg on the oscillator in the mode expansion (2.25) can be written as the Möbius strip case,
In order to evaluate the eigenvalue of Ωg on ψψ, we need to find a combination of leftand right-movers which is invariant up to scalar multiplication under the action of Ωg. This combination must be taken between ψ's in the same sector. So we consider even m case and odd m case case seperately in the following.
• Odd m case:
In this case, α J = −α J ≡ α holds. Therefore the liner combination can be defined as, The necessary recursion relation for D J is
By using this recursion m times and from the condition D 0 = D 2m , the eigenvalue λ b for Ωg can be evaluated as,
Thus we can evaluate the partition function. The oscillator part of the partition function is written as,
Gathering all factors we obtain the partition function for Klein bottle as,
This can be interpreted as the partition function for the large Klein bottle.
• Even m case:
In this case, we have two different α's corresponding to even J and odd J. So the eigenvalue for Ωg is evaluated independently as odd m case, Therefore the partition function is evaluated as,
Gathering all factors, we obtain the partition function for this case,
Generating function of Partition function
The partition functions for the irreducible sets are calculated for various topologies of the world-sheets. We proved that the interpretation for these partition functions can be made consistent with the bosonic open string case. Since the fermionic partition functions are classified in the same way as the bosonic case, we quote the table in the previous work [1] here.
Short string sector n m Long string sector Partition function KB
In this table, p is an integer from 0 to n − 1 and p * is the half-odd integer from 0 to n. The modular parameter is defined as τ n,m,p ≡ (mτ − p)/n, where τ is pure imaginary.
The partition functions which appear in this table expressed as,
where Z − is defined as (2.40) and we denoted N as the rank of the Chan-Paton group. When η = 1, this group is Sp(N) and when η = −1, this group is SO(N).
By considering the combinatorial factors, the generating function of the partition function can be calculated as the closed string case. The proof for this is same as the bosonic open string case. [1] These functions can be also interpreted as the DLCQ partition functions. The result is as follows.
• Annulus:
When the world-sheet topology is annulus, the partition function for the S N R 8 is defined as, (3.122) with the constraints,
2 f 1 . The generating function for this partition function can be written as,
• Möbius strip:
When the world-sheet topology is Möbius strip, the partition function for the S N R 8 is defined as, (3.124) with the constraints, f 2 = Cgf
The generating function for this partition function can be written as,
• Klein bottle:
When the world-sheet topology is Klein bottle, the partition function for the S N R 8 is defined as,
with a constraint hg = gh −1 . The generating function for this partition function can be written as,
Boundary State for Fermionic Fields
In the previous section, we considered the open string on the permutation orbifold in the open string sector. In this section, we will construct the boundary state and see how the change of the world-sheet topology occurs. Here we concentrate on the case of S N R 1 , since the generalization to S N R 8 is clear.
Boundary state for the irreducible sets
In terms of the closed string sector, we will consider the irreducible combination of the twist g along the space direction and the boundary twist f . The closed string Hilbert space is specfied by the twist along the space direction. As discussed in section 2, we can decompose the Hilbert space H g into that of the conjugacy class and from the condition f g = Dgf , the boundary twist belongs to its centralizer group. Thus the irreducible combination of (g, f ) can be written as,
For this irreducible combination of the twists, further constraint (3.4) must be imposed. This constraint needs the value of m to be 1 or 2. As a result, we can classify the irreducible sets into three types.
• m = 1, n:odd case.
In this case, the boundary twist f can be written as f = F 0 T p 0 0 . The condition f 2 = E imposes the condition,
For odd m case, we have only one solution p 0 ≡ 0 (mod n).
• m = 1, n:even case.
In this case, the boundary twist f is same as above case. But there are two solutions for (4.2) as p 0 ≡ 0 (mod n) and p 0 ≡ n/2 (mod n).
• m = 2 case.
In this case, the boundary twist f is written as
The condition f 2 = E imposes the condition,
We will construct the boundary states corresponding to these boundary twists. Though we imposed the condition f g = Dgf in the open string setor, we impose the condition f g = gf here and the non-commuting condition is imposed on another boundary.
(i)Boundary states for the long string: In this case, the combination of twists is (g, f ) = (AT n , F ). The consistency condition f g = gf implies,
If we use the mode expansion for the closed string (2.25), the boundary state can be written as,
where we denote α = n−1 I=0 α I . We introduce the long string oscillator of length n as,
These oscillators satisfy the commutation relation {Ψ r , Ψ s } = δ r+s,0 . The commutation relation with Hamiltonian is modified to [L 0 , Ψ r ] = − r n Ψ r . In terms of these variables, the boundary state can be rewritten as,
This boundary state can be interpreted as the boundary state for the long string.
(ii)Cross-cap states for the long string:
If n is even, there is a combination of twists (g, f ) = (AT n , F T n/2 n ). The consistency condition f g = gf implies,
where we denoted as l ≡ n/2. Under this relation, the action of f on the diagonalized field ψ (a) becomes,
In deriving above action, we used the relation,
which is derived from the relation (4.8).
The boundary state for this twist can be written as,
This boundary state can be intepreted as the cross-cap state for the long string. This is the origin of the topology change from the oriented world-sheet to the unoriented one.
(iii)Joint state:
In this case, m = 2. and the combination of the twists is,
The consistency condition f g = gf implies,
13)
Summing up I, we obtain α ≡ α J . Under this relation, the acion of f on the diagonalid field ψ (a,J ) can be written as,
14)
which is derived from the relation (4.13). The boundary state for this twist can be written as,
(n−a,1)
where we denoted p ≡ p 0 = −p 1 and Ψ (J) (J=1,2) is the oscillator for two long stings. This boundary state represents the interconnection of two long strings at the boundary. So we call this state as "Joint state". 
Cross-cap state for the irreducible set
As considered in the open string analysis, the cross-cap state satisfies g = f 2 C. The irreducible combination of the twists can be found from (4.1). The cross-cap condition impose the value of m to be 1 or 2. The boundary twists are classified as follows.
• m = 1 case.
In this case, the boundary twists f can be written as f = F 0 T p 0 n . The cross-cap condition g = f 2 C imposes the following condition,
For odd n case, we have one solution p 0 = (n − 1)/2. For even n case, we have no solution for above condition.
In this case, the boundary twist f is written as f = diag(F 0 T n , F 1 T n ) · T 2 . The cross-cap condition g = f 2 C imposes the following condition,
We will construct the cross-cap states corresponding to these boundary twists.
(i)Cross-cap state for long string:
From the constraint g = f 2 C, we obtain the condition as,
The action of f on the diagonalized field
The cross-cap condition is written as,
This condition is solved as,
This can be interpreted as the cross-cap state for the long string.
(ii)Joint state: For m = 2, we have the twists as,
). From the constraint g = f 2 C, we obtain the condition as,
Summing up I, we obtain the relation α ≡ α J .
The action of f on the diagonalized field ψ (a,J) is written as,
The cross-cap condition (4.20) is solved as,
Two short strings are connedted at this boundary in curious way. The factor p + 1/2 is the origin of the "half-twist" in the large torus amplitude.
Inner product between boundary states
In order to reproduce the open string amplitudes which we calculated in the previous section, we will consider the inner products between the boundary states. If the irriducibility condition for the periodicity and boundary twist is loosened, the open string partition functions for the irreducible sets can be realized. So we use the following general twists for the boundary conditions, 27) where these twists satisfy the condition f 2 i = E. For the consistency of the amplitude, the condition [h, g] = 0 must be satisfied. This condition gives the following constraint for α and φ (i) ,
where we defined h ≡ f 2 f 1 . On the other hand, the condition f 2 i = E gives the following constraint for p J and q J as,
(4.29)
To classify the amplitudes, we need to interpret the boundary condition physically. If there are string bits which is invariant under the boundary twist (4.27), the long string has the loose ends. The condition which the long string has the loose ends is,
(4.30)
From the solution for this condition, we can classify the boundary twists into two types.
• Long open string boundary:
If the boundary twists f 1 and f 2 admit two loose ends which satisfy the condition (4.30), this sector expresses the long open string. The condition for this case is that m is even and q 1 − q 2 is odd or m is odd. So we set q 1 = 1 and q 2 = 0 as the representative.
Before evaluating the eigenvalue of h = f 2 f 1 , the constraint (4.28) implies α ≡ α J . So the eigenvalue for f 2 f 1 can be calculated as before,
Because of (4.29), p depends only on the value at the loose ends p = p
l ′ . For annulus and Klein bottle, we have p = 0 (mod n). For Möbius strip, we have p = n/2 (mod n).
In the explicit evaluation, we use the following formulae, 32) where oscillators satisfy the commutation relations {ψ I , ψ † J } = {ψ I ,ψ † J } = δ I,J and µ a is the eigenvalue for f 2 f 1 .
Thus the oscillator contributions of annulus and Klein bottle amplitudes are evaluated as,
For Möbius strip, the oscillator contribution is written as,
Thus we have reproduced the annulus, Möbius strip and Klein bottle amplitudes for the long string from the inner products of the boundary states.
• Long closed string boundary:
If the boundary twists f 1 and f 2 admit no loose end, this sector expresses the long closed string. In order not to have any solutions for the condition (4.30), the necessary condition is that m is even and both q 1 and q 2 is even. So we set m is even and q 1 = 2 and q 2 = 0 as the representative.
From the consistency conditions f 2 = E and [h, g] = 0, we have the consistency condition for the boundary twists for the torus amplitude as, For even J, the eigenvalue can be calculated as,
), (4.37) where we denote k ≡ m/2.
For odd J, the eigenvalue can be calculated as,
). (4.38) From the consistency condition (4.36), we have
The oscillator contribution for the torus amplitude is written as,
Thus we reproduced the torus amplitude from the inner product of the boundary states.
Tadpole Condition
In usual string theory, the consistent theory has no the divergence which comes from the dilaton tadpole. Here we consider the tadpole cancellation condition and determine the consistent Chan-Paton gauge group for the superstring theory on the permutation orbifold.
The usual GSO-projected boundary and cross-cap states for NS-NS sector is written as, where we denoted subscript 0 for the restriction to the massless part.
4 The boundary/cross-cap states expressed in this section is the direct product of the bosonic boundary/cross-cap states which we constructed in the previous paper [1] and the bosonic boundary/crosscap states which constructed in the previous section for S N R 8 .
In our case, in order to construct the GSO-projected boundary states, we will consider the GSO-projected boundary, cross-cap and joint states and combine them. To accomplish the tadpole cancellation between the boundary states which represents the boundary and cross-cap state, we restrict n to be even. The action of (−1)
F on these states can be written as,
The action of (−1)F is similar as above. Therefore the GSO-projected boundary states for the irreducible combination is,
where κ B , κ C and κ J is the normalization factor for each states.
The general boundary states can be written as the product of these states. The locus of the long string boundary is
and can be calssified by m. When m is even, we have two solutions l = (q − 1)/2, (q − 1 + m)/2. In this case, the long string have two loose ends at one boundary and no loose ends another boundary (Figure 6 left) . When m is odd, we have one solution for each boundary conditions. In this case, the long string have one loose end at each boundaries (Figure 6 right). Thus we will construct the boundary states for even m and odd m seperately. For odd m case, the long string have one loose end at each boundaries. Therefore the boundary and cross-cap states for the long string is written as,
For these states, we consider the tadpole cancellation condition as,
This condition can be factorized into the following condition,
Thus the tadpole condition is satisfied when,
and there is no constraint for κ J . For even m, the long string have two loose ends at one boundary and no loose end at another boundary. The boundary state | B : f J N S n which have no loose end does not give any contribution for the tadpole condition. Therefore, we consider the tadpole condition for the boundary states which have two loose ends. We introduce the boundary states as,
The tadpole cancellation condition is,
This condition is also factorized into the condition (5.7). Therefore, if κ B = κ C is satisfied, the tadpole for m long strings is cancelled.
To determine Chan-Paton group, we consider the modular property for the partition functions calculated before. Gathering all sectors, the inner products between the After the modular transformation, the amplitudes are written as, Annulus : 2κ
Möbius strip : 4κ
Klein bottle : 2κ
where we denoted k = n/2. These expressions should be compared with the partition functions which calculated in the open string sector as,
Möbius strip : 15) where N is the rank of the Chan-Paton group and η = ±1 comes from the action of Ω on the Chan-Paton group. When η = 1, this group is Sp(N) and When η = −1, this group is SO(N). Since κ J should not depend on the length factor, we need to impose κ J = 1. By comparing (5.14) and (5.15), we need to impose, Thus the consistent Chan-Paton group is SO (32) , and this is the standard gauge group for Type I theory. For R-R sector, the tadpole cancellation condition can be found in similar way. The GSO-projected boundary and cross-cap states for R-R sector is written as, | B 6 In this section, we are considering the superstring theory on R 1,1 × S N R 8 .
We can determine the unknown factors as (5.17) and κ ′ B = −κ ′ C . Thus the tadpole cancellation condition can be satistied for NS-NS and R-R consistently for the ChanPaton gauge group SO(32).
Discussion
In this paper, we showed that the open superstring on symmetric product can be interpreted as the second quantized Type I superstring theory. From the calculation of the partition function, we found that the oriented open string bits are connected to become the unoriented open/closed strings. From the construction of the boundary states, we found that they are classified into three types of the boundary states and explain the change of the world-sheet topology. Although we mainly discussed about Type I superstring theory, the consideration for the Type 0 superstring theory can be done in similar way by taking diagonal GSO projection. Such a theory expresses the second-quantized Type 0 string theory.
In our model, the description of the D-brane can be done straightforwardly by changing the loose ends of the long strings. Furthermore, if one want to treat the anti-D-brane, we should make the opposite GSO projection for each boundary/cross-cap/joint state. As an application of our model, we hope that our description of the second-quantized superstring theory becomes useful for the calculation of the tachyon condensation in the string field theory. [34, 35] Here we comment about the interaction vertex operator. One of the advantage of the representation of the string field theory by the symmetric product, is the economical description of the interactions. It was verified that the interaction vertex operator is consistently introduced to the matrix string theory by evaluating the four-point functions. [31] [32] By evaluating the four-tachyon scattering amplitude in the large N limit as [31] , it is verified that three-open string interaction is consistently introduced to the open bosonic string theory on the symmetric product S N R 24 as the twist operator with conformal weight 3 2 on the boundary of the world-sheet. [33] As already discussed by C.V.Johnson [22] , there is only one open superstring vertex operator Σ·Φ KL . The operator Φ KL interchanges K'th and L'th open strings at the boundary. The operator Σ expresses the spin field and this is the picture-changing operator in NSR formalism [10] . Naively, in terms of the boundary states, this operator mixes the boundary/cross-cap states and the joint states as, We depicted above interaction in Figure 7 . However we do not know whether this interaction vertex becomes Lorentz invariant and can be consistently introduced to our model. This is one of the most important issue which should be clarified in the future work. The intereting problem for the future work is as follows. The description of the secondquantized superstring theory is discussed in a slightly different way. [36] The fermionic Z 2 -twisting is identified with the H 2 (S N , U(1)), and the supersymmetry is described in more compact way. The consideration for the open string in this context will be interesting. The other direction is the non-trivial background. Recently the string theory in the non-commutative geometry has been developing. [37] The Matrix string theory in the B-field background is also discussed. [18] Whether the open string theory on the symmetric product of the non-commutative geomtry naturally describes the string field theory in the non-commutative geometry is very interesting issue. Furthermore, the matrix model is discussed in the Melvin background. [38] The extension of our model to this background will be also interesting. The string theory on the symmetric product of the curved background as Calabi-Yau manifold was partially discussed. [39] We expect that the construction of the boundary states which represent the D-branes wrapping around the supersymmetric cycle or holomorphic cycle may shed new light on the string field theory on the Calabi-Yau manifolds [40, 41] and the open string instanton calculations. [42] 
